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Abstract: Contact tightness in today's diverse blend of modern society and its important 

significance, large national foreign policy and external activities, small business marketing and 

interpersonal, which virtually every corner of modern society. This article aims to study the world's 

main close ties to the country's economic and political ties, comprehensive measure of China's 

international influence, thereby more accurately, but also to many of its advantages and 

disadvantages. 

Introduction 

Now young people are divided over the international status of China, partial vision, too much 

emphasis on China's total GDP, also a pessimistic view that some view China, that China's 

economic development, lack of quality and sustainability. In order to reflect China's international 

status, select "close economic ties" and "close political ties," exploring China's real economic 

weight and political influence of the two indicators. This research theme of "tightness of major 

countries in the world economy and political affinity among research and analysis", here to use 

economic and political influence to a simple description. 

For this indirect influence on the process, to the indirect effects of economic links here to make a 

statement: for example, a, b, c trade ties among the three countries, in country a and country c, 

country a and country b, country b and country c, with bilateral trade reaching 10,8,6, respectively. 

Which a, country and c country of directly trade called directly effects, can directly meter into 

influence, and a, country through b country on c country of effects is called indirect effects, because 

here a, country and c country Zhijian only an indirect national b country, this indirect effects called 

first layer indirect effects, its calculation method is (AB+BC) * weight 0.5, if a, country and c 

country Zhijian exists two an indirect effects national b country and d country, is called second 

layer of indirect effects, second layer indirect effects calculation method for (AB+BC+ CD) * 

weight of 0.25. Close economic links between country a and country c would be: AC+0.5* 

(AB+AC) = 17. 

This amounts to an analysis of 14 countries, including China, the United States, Japan, Germany, 

France, United Kingdom, Italy, Canada, Russia, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, India and South 

Africa. 

Taking into account the conditions and technical requirements and computation with indirect 

effects calculated levels increase exponentially increased dramatically, so the degree of close 

economic ties between the countries and political closely calculated to the second-level only 

indirect influence. 

 The Analysis Based On The Indirect Effects Of China's Economic Clout 

The measure of economic power in the world, different scholars are difficult to fully see eye to eye. 

International Shang most common of world economic powers of standard, main is from economic 

total and international economic contact two a aspects to measure, a is to has huge of economy total, 

that domestic production total accounted for world production total of 5% above, II is to has close 

of international economic contact, that foreign trade total accounted for world trade total of 5% 
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above, national currency is international reserves currency, and accounted for world reserves total 

of 5% above. "From the 2008 14th issue of the people's Forum" economic aggregates (mainly refers 

to GDP) reflect the scale of a country's economy as a whole, while international economic links 

reflecting the openness of a country's economy. 2013 world's GDP totaled US $ 73.98 trillion 

United States 2013 GDP of us $ 16.7997 trillion, ranking first; China's GDP of US $ 9.1814 trillion, 

in second place. "IMF official data" which China's gross domestic product accounted for 12.4% of 

the gross world product, 2013 rose to 11 per cent of total world trade in goods in China.5%, for the 

first time overtook "calculated according to the relevant year". Other than apart from it has yet to 

become an international reserve currency, two indicators were far beyond the standards of world 

economic powers. In some of these countries the currency as a reserve currency for several years, 

but "was not willing to speak out." "The people's Bank of China Governor Zhou xiaochuan said at 

the IMF World Bank annual meeting in the fall." From this we can see, China is already a member 

of the world economic powers. Previous data has shown that in 2013, China's total trade in goods 

has become the first in the world, because it is common practice to foreign trade volume as a 

measure of international economic links, according to the most common standard of China's 

international economic ties is the world first. 

However the most commonly used measure of international economic links only the country's 

total foreign trade, total foreign trade is only the sum of bilateral trade volume, and does not take 

into account in addition to bilateral economic ties, used for ease of understanding this article 

economic impact should be interpreted. Illustrate this form of indirect economic impact: in country 

a and country b has trade with country b and country c, also has trade, but for some reason, in 

country a and country c without bilateral trade ties, but c goods imported from country b need to 

state a to State b, exports of raw materials to production. Thus it can be seen, while in country a and 

country c has no direct trade, but still in country a and country c has the economic ties, we call the 

indirect economic impact. This study on bilateral trade in 14 major countries around the world, take 

this discussion on international economic clout, China has reached the world number one. 

 

Fig 1 Energy-saving output and growth rates 

Based On The Analysis Of Direct Influence On The Political Clout Of China 

As indicated in the figure, combined with trade data found that China's foreign trade volume in 

2012, more than United States and the gap in the 2013 continues to expand, growing from $ 48.15 

billion in 2012-2013-$ 3142.9. Surface data from these analyses and economic impact seems to be 

starting in 2012, China has surpassed the United States in 2013 and is a gap has opened up, but 

these are preliminary data collected by the appearance of real economic influence is by no means as 
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simple as only consider the total bilateral trade volume trade, should also take into account the 

indirect economic ties around the world. Thus in the introduction of indirect economic links after 

processing, we can find that China's economic influence in the last five years, no not beyond the 

United States. 2009-2013-United States average influence with China was 11.26 with 10.77, gap, 

while taking into account the structure of China's export products with the United States the gap of 

export products, China and the United States's economic influence gap remains large. The economic 

impact of research according to the final results from 14 countries are divided into 3 tier, the first 

Echelon for: United States, China; second-tier are: Japan, Germany, Canada and third Echelon are: 

France, United Kingdom, Italy, Russia, Australia, Brazil, India, South Africa and Argentina. China, 

Russia, Brazil, India, South Africa, Argentina's economic clout counts toward the 40%, although it 

can be seen that the economies of developing countries say has been strong, but still holds control 

over traditional Western influence. 

 

Fig 2 China‟s imports and exports in 2012 

Make a bold speculation it may be based on the results, taking into account the end of China's 

economic reforms and the demographic dividend, economic uncertainty will increase, the 2013 

world economy characterized by internal differentiation within developed and developing countries 

to expand, United States, and Europe and Japan is weak. So United States of economic growth still 

will continued, addition United States of page rock gas revolution and manufacturing revival plans 

of continued advance, speculated that Sino-US between of economic influence of peak in 11.5% 

around, which United States will in 2025 around can arrived 11.5%, then entered stable fluctuations 

period, and China earlier of economic influence should in 11.2% around, China economic influence 

is expected to will in 2050 years around reached peak, and United States par. Of course, every 

country's rise is accompanied by a comprehensive series of games, China's road to recovery was 

still difficult. 
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Fig 3 the importance of economic relation with China 

 

Based On The Analysis Of Indirect Influence On The Political Clout Of China 

Below is a screenshot of political influence, political influence on the processing and analysis of 

data for both engines was the new head of State's first visit to the country by access orders, number 

of joint military exercises this year, and whether to establish diplomatic relations at ambassadorial 

level as well as the heads of State of the following above the provincial level officials visited each 

other frequently. 

We can see in the following figure, relatively large fluctuations of political influence, political 

clout can be ranked in the first tier of countries are: United States, China, Japan, remaining of which 

are volatile, Echelon will not do the assignment. 
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Fig 4. Scores of the ratings of Major Creditor and debtor countries  

Comprehensive analysis of the economic weight and political influence can be seen, and political 

influence of China and the United States compared with the economic impact of the gap is wider, 

China's economy has overtaken Japan, but political clout is not Japan opened the obvious gaps, and 

the last five years showed a downward trend. Which reflects China's lack of ability to go outside 

there, should focus on the country's image and cultural construction, and strive to enhance the soft 

power. Strengthening the construction of diplomatic and build a stable and peaceful environment 

for economic development. 

Conclusion 

After decades of rapid development, China, 2013-although the total external trade in goods has 

become the first in the world, but the real economic clout, China is still behind the United States. 

Political influence in China and the United States gap compared with greater economic clout, so we 

can see United States first in the world the position remained unchallenged in the short term. But 

compared to other countries, China's advantage is more obvious influence. 
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